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KEY STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF BIOMASS  5 

AND COAL COMBUSTION IN COGENERATION ENERGY SYSTEM 6 

Abstract. Purpose of the article – The research topic undertaken by the author 7 

aimed at answering the question: whether and how the use of the SWOT analysis 8 

and statistical data can help to identify key strengths and weaknesses of biomass 9 

and coal usage in cogeneration system?  10 

Scientific aim – The main objective of the research is the analysis and 11 

evaluation of the implementation of cogeneration systems to energy companies and 12 

identify key strengths and weaknesses of biomass and coal in cogeneration system. 13 

This work provides managers with useful tips to identify and plan activities aimed  14 

at implementing combustion of biomass and coal in different periods of time.  15 

Keywords: SWOT – Strengths (S), Weaknesses (W), Opportunities (O), 16 

Threats (T), production process, cogeneration, biomass, coal 17 

IDENTYFIKACJA KLUCZOWYCH ATUTÓW I SŁABOŚCI 18 

SPALANIA BIOMASY ORAZ WĘGLA KAMIENNEGO  19 

W SKOJARZONEJ GOSPODARCE ENERGETYCZNEJ  20 

Streszczenie. Cel artykułu – temat badawczy podejmowany przez autora, 21 

mający odpowiedzieć na pytanie: czy i w jaki sposób wykorzystanie analizy SWOT 22 

i danych statystycznych może pomóc w określeniu kluczowych mocnych  23 

i słabych stron biomasy oraz wykorzystania węgla w systemie kogeneracji?  24 

Cel naukowy – głównym celem badań jest analiza i ocena wdrożenia systemów 25 

kogeneracyjnych dla firm energetycznych oraz określenie głównych mocnych  26 

i słabych stron spalania biomasy i węgla kamiennego w systemie kogeneracyjnym. 27 

Praca dostarcza menedżerom wskazówek do identyfikowania i planowania działań 28 

mających na celu realizację procesu spalania biomasy oraz węgla kamiennego  29 

w różnych okresach. 30 

Słowa kluczowe: SWOT – Mocne strony (S), Słabe strony (W), Możliwości 31 

(O), Zagrożenia (T), proces produkcji, kogeneracja, biomasa, węgiel 32 
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1. Electrical and thermal energy production from renewable energy sources 1 

in Poland vs. European Union 2 

The European Union has acted upon the financial outlays on infrastructure development for 3 

enterprises producing electrical and heat energy from RE. In terms of biomass combustion, 4 

actions that are energy efficient will be particularly supported. Over the next few years the most 5 

important issue will be using biogas coming from waste dumps, sewage treatment plants, and 6 

other waste sources. The final goal is using biomass in distributed generation. Figures 1 presents 7 

the share of solid biofuels, water and wind use in electric energy production in 2011-2013 in 8 

Poland, based on the data from the report of the Central Statistical Office. 9 

 10 

 11 
Fig. 1. The share of solid biofuels, water and wind in electric energy production in Poland, 2011-2013  12 
Source: Author’s elaboration based on Central Statistical Office of Poland. 13 
 14 

Figures 2 shows the percentage of solid biofuels, water, and wind in electric energy 15 

production in 2011-2013 in the European Union, based on the data from the report of the Central 16 

Statistical Office. 17 

 18 

 19 
Fig. 2. The share of solid biofuels, water and wind in electric energy production in European Union, 20 

2011-2013 21 
Source: Author’s elaboration based on Central Statistical Office of Poland. 22 
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RE utilization for electrical and thermal energy production is constantly growing, while 1 

there is a noticeable decrease in water energy share (fig. 3). 2 

 3 

 4 
 5 
Fig. 3. The share of different renewable energy sources in electricity production in Poland, 2014 6 
Source: Author’s elaboration based on Central Statistical Office of Poland. 7 

 8 

In 2014 there were fluctuations of quantity of heat produced from renewable fuels in heat 9 

power plants and heat stations. Total heat production in 2014 was bigger by 16,7% than in 2010, 10 

but smaller than production in 2013 by 10,7%. In 2011-2014 solid biofuels made 98-99% of 11 

the renewable fuels used in these processes. 12 

According to the European Union’s directive Nr 2009/28/WE, all the member states are 13 

obliged to provide a specific share of energy from renewable sources in final energy 14 

consumption by the year 20201. The duty of every EU member country is to reach set objectives 15 

that will contribute to designated 20% of power from nonexhaustible resources in total gross 16 

energy consumption. The share of electric and heat energy produced from renewable sources is 17 

calculated as a gross final consumption of energy from renewable sources divided by a gross 18 

final consumption of energy from all the sources and is expressed as a percentage. For Poland, 19 

this target is set for 15%. 20 

The ratio of energy from renewable sources in gross final energy consumption in 2014 in 21 

Poland was 11,45% and it increased by 4,25% comparing to the year 2005, whereas in the 22 

European Union in 2013 the share was 15% and it increased by 6,3% when compared to 2005 23 

(fig. 4). 24 

                                                 
1 Energia ze źródeł odnawialnych. GUS, http://stat.gov.pl, 01.05.2016. 
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 1 
Fig. 4. The share of energy from renewable sources in gross final energy consumption in Poland and the 2 

European Union in 2005; 2011-2013; 2020 3 
Source: Author’s elaboration based on Central Statistical Office of Poland. 4 

2. Results of the research about quantity of combusted biomass  5 

and power coal based on a selected energy company in Podlasie 6 

The aim of this chapter is comparing availability and reliability of boilers dedicated for 7 

biomass and coal combustion in various power units, to highlight the benefits or disadvantages 8 

for each fuel. It is important that the quality of electricity or heat produced is strongly influenced 9 

by reliability and availability of boilers. Numerous damages and failures of steam boilers cause 10 

downtime due to breakdowns, which generate high costs of maintenance of the boilers. 11 

Numerous historical data collected by the company presents the following reliability and 12 

availability of the coal and biomass facilities (fig. 6, 7, 9 and 10). 13 

The availability of the boiler depends on many factors, including technical condition of 14 

heating surfaces piping (steam superheaters, screens and water heaters) and rotating machines 15 

(coal mills, pumps, air and flue gas fans, turbine sets), which to the greatest extent determine 16 

the availability of the entire power unit. Presented below are statements concerning 17 

respectively: the intensity of failure, availability time factor and reliability factor for boiler  18 

5 (biomass-fired) and for boiler 7 (coal-fired). One of strengths of burning biomass in fluidized 19 

bed boiler is high availability of the boiler in years 2011-2013, which indicates a low failure 20 

rate of infrastructure dedicated for biomass combustion, while at the same time coal combustion 21 

is characterized by low availability of pulverized coal boilers. This fact proves that operational 22 

time of fluidized bed boilers is longer per year compared boilers fired by coal. The quantity of 23 

biomass combusted in so-call combined heat and power system in 2011-2013 and for power 24 

coal are respectively presented in the figures 5 and 8. 25 
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 1 
 2 
Fig. 5. The amount of biomass in 2011-2013 based on the example of the energy company in Podlaskie 3 
Source: Author’s elaboration. 4 
 5 

 6 
 7 
Fig. 6. Work time availability ratio for fluidized-bed boiler No. 5 in 2000-2013 based on the example of 8 

the energy company in Podlaskie 9 
Source: Author’s elaboration. 10 
 11 
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 1 
 2 
Fig. 7. Work time availability ratio for fluidized-bed boiler No. 5 in 2001-2013 based on the example of 3 

the energy company in Podlaskie 4 
Source: Author’s elaboration. 5 

 6 

Tables 1 and 2 show SWOT analysis created on the basis of expert opinion prepared for the 7 

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development in 20122. Presented are the most common 8 

strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities for biomass (tab. 1) and coal (tab. 2) as fuels 9 

used in power production processes. The study collates and compares availability and reliability 10 

of the boilers for each fuel, burned in cogeneration system. Based on the author's cooperation 11 

with the examined production company benefits of biomass and coal combustion were 12 

indicated, assigning weights to each criterion (demonstrative visualization based on expert 13 

opinion and scientific literature). 14 

Table 1 15 

SWOT analysis chart for biomass 16 

STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

- a high rate of 

availability time 

fluidized bed boilers – 

0,4 

- large potential of forest 

and agricultural 

biomass – 0,35 

- large potential  

of residues from 

agriculture and 

agrifood – 0,2 

- imprecise regulations – 

0,4 

- need for long-term 

cultivation – 0,35 

- low level of farmers' 

knowledge in the field 

of converting biomass 

to pellets, briquettes – 

0,25 

 

- new energy crops 

cultivation – 0,4 

- reduced demand  

for fossil fuels – 0,35 

- potential new source  

of income in the 

agricultural sector – 

0,25 

 

- instability of the state 

policy concerning the 

energy sector – 0,4 

- seasonal price 

fluctuations – 0,35 

- growing environmental 

requirements – 0,25 

 

 

Source: Author’s elaboration based on Igliński B., et.al.: The study on the SWOT analysis of renewable 17 
energy sector based on the example of the Pomorskie Voivodship (Poland). “Clean Techn 18 
Environ Policy”, No. 18, 2016, p. 45-61; Łaska G., et al.: Możliwości wykorzystania potencjału 19 
biomasy na cele energetyczne w województwie podlaskim. „Interdyscyplinarne zagadnienia  20 
w inżynierii i ochronie środowiska: EKO-DOK’2013: V Ogólnopolska Konferencja Dokto-21 
rantów i Młodych Pracowników Nauki”, Szklarska Poręba 2013, s. 351-361. 22 

                                                 
2 Grzybek A., Kuś J., Mańko S., Matyka M., Pawlak J., Zalewski A., Seremek-Bulge J.: Ekspertyza dotycząca 

ekonomicznych uwarunkowań rozwoju poszczególnych rodzajów odnawialnych źródeł energii na obszarach 

wiejskich oraz ich wpływ na poprawę opłacalności produkcji rolniczej w Polsce w kontekście WPR. Ekspertyza 

wykonana na zlecenie Ministerstwa Rolnictwa i Rozwoju Wsi, Warszawa 2012. 
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 1 
 2 
Fig. 8. The amount of coal in 2011-2013 based on the example of the energy company in Podlaskie 3 
Source: Author’s elaboration. 4 

 5 
 6 
Fig. 9. Work time availability ratio for coal-fired boiler No. 7 in 2001-2013 based on the example of the 7 

energy company in Podlaskie 8 
Source: Author’s elaboration. 9 
 10 
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 1 
 2 
Fig. 10. Work time availability ratio for coal-fired boiler No. 7 in 2001-2013 based on the example of 3 

the energy company in Podlaskie 4 
Source: Author’s elaboration. 5 

Table 2 6 

SWOT analysis chart for coal 7 

STRENGHTS WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

- large potential of coal 

in Poland – 0,4 

- educated staff of 

employees – 0,35 

- market coal to power 

plants and power 

plants – 0,25 

 

- low coefficient of 

availability of working 

time of pulverized coal 

boilers – 0,4 

- high costs of  

extraction – 0,35 

- lack of investment  

in infrastructure and 

mining machinery – 

0,25 

- predicted increase  

of coal demand – 0,4 

- new coal combustion 

technologies – 0,35 

- new coal deposits 

gasification 

technologies – 0,25 

 

- declining demand for 

coal – 0,4 

- EU climate policy – 

0,35 

- import coal from 

foreign pit mines – 

0,25 

 

Source: Author’s elaboration based on Igliński B., et al.: The study on the SWOT analysis of renewable 8 
energy sector based on the example of the Pomorskie Voivodship (Poland). “Clean Techn 9 
Environ Policy”, No. 18, 2016, p. 45-61; Łaska G. et al.: Możliwości wykorzystania potencjału 10 
biomasy na cele energetyczne w województwie podlaskim. „Interdyscyplinarne zagadnienia  11 
w inżynierii i ochronie środowiska: EKO-DOK’2013: V Ogólnopolska Konferencja Dokto-12 
rantów i Młodych Pracowników Nauki”, Szklarska Poręba 2013, s. 351-361. 13 

 14 

It has to be said that currently Poland lacks systems or databases, which would clearly and 15 

simply define the most common machines maintenance failures that have a significant impact 16 

on the productivity of the entire power production process – except mandatory public statistics 17 

of the Central Statistical Office. Keeping such statistics would enable elaboration of a quality 18 

management method that would aim at preventing unpredicted downtime for repairs and could 19 

have a great impact on process productivity. 20 

It should be noted and emphasized that work of power units burning biomass in fluidized 21 

bed boilers has a significantly higher ratio of work availability than coal-fired boilers. This is 22 

another example that points to the benefits resulting from the combustion of biomass in 23 

combined heat and power system. 24 

 25 

 26 
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3. Discussion on the obtained results 1 

Losses caused by climate change can have market and non-market character (threat to 2 

human health, increasing the risk of mortality and ecosystems destruction). Evaluation of non-3 

market losses is a source of essential doubts appearing at determining the influence of the global 4 

climate change on overall prosperity. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in its second 5 

report doesn't support any particular value of losses caused by CO2 emissions, but quotes 6 

estimates of marginal losses made by various research teams3. They range of from  7 

5 to 125 USD (1999) per tonne of emitted carbon (1.4 - 34.1 USD per tonne of CO2). In Poland, 8 

minding currently high carbon dioxide emissions from energy processes which amounts to  9 

350 million tonnes, even the lowest priced social costs of emissions per capita constitute  10 

a considerable amount4,5. However it has to emphasized that social costs evaluation have a high 11 

degree of uncertainty due to limited knowledge about the effects of climate change and vague 12 

scenario of technological development and socio-economic future. After the entry into force of 13 

the 1994 Convention on Climate Change, protection against climate change has become  14 

a legally binding international obligation. Quantitative requirements to reduce emissions of 15 

greenhouse gases were formulated in 1997 by the Kyoto Protocol, which Poland has signed and 16 

in which is committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 6% in the period between the 17 

years 2008-2012 as compared to 1988. The limit designated for Poland is 463 million tons, 18 

while the total emissions of the greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide 19 

in 1997 amounted to 362.2 million tonnes6. However, in the view of increasing demand for 20 

primary energy in Poland - a reasonable question is: what methods of reducing greenhouse gas 21 

emissions should be applied to achieve ecological effect at low cost, and additional economic 22 

and social benefits7. The basis for selection and comparison of various options of reduction in 23 

energy sector is to assess the marginal abatement cost of carbon dioxide for various energy 24 

technologies, including technologies using renewable energy sources. It should be stressed 25 

again that the way of conducting national energy statistics requires unification and adaptation 26 

to specifics of the renewable energy sector, which is based on small installations, scattered in 27 

different sectors of economy. Such approach will facilitate a reliable assessment of the extent 28 

                                                 
3 Wiśniewski G. (red.): Ekonomiczne i prawne aspekty wykorzystania odnawialnych źródeł energii w Polsce. 

Europejskie Centrum Energii Odnawialnej Instytut Budownictwa, Mechanizacji i Elektryfikacji Rolnictwa, EC 

BREC/IBMER, Warszawa 2000. 
4 Ickiewicz I.: Odnawialne źródła energii – analiza pod względem ekonomicznym, [w:] Jaroszewicz J. (red.): 

Energia w nauce i technice: III Konferencja naukowo-praktyczna, Białystok-Suwałki 2004, s. 193-202. 
5 Ickiewicz J.: Biopaliwa jako alternatywne źródła energii, [w.], Jaroszewicz J. (red.): Energia w nauce i technice: 

III Konferencja naukowo-praktyczna, Białystok-Suwałki 2004, s. 203-212. 
6 Wind Energy. The Facts. European Wind Energy Association. Raport dla programu ALTENER Komisji 

Europejskiej, 1997. 
7 Fouquet R.: Historical energy transitions: Speed, prices and system transformation. “Energy Research  

& Social Science”, No. 22, 2016, p. 7-12. 
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of renewable energy development, reporting to the relevant European and world organizations 1 

and forecasting its development. 2 

Dynamic, about a four-fold increase in the use of renewable energy sources in the nineties 3 

took place through grassroots initiatives of small investors and technology vendors, supported 4 

by non-governmental organizations, and in the second half of the decade also by more active 5 

attitude of financial institutions and local governments. Less technically advanced renewable 6 

energy technologies, mainly based on the use of solid biofuels in manually operated boilers, 7 

were implemented on a commercial basis, while ability to obtain external funds for a single 8 

investment was the main criterion of introducing more advanced technology. Lack of 9 

institutional responsibility at the central level and lack of a comprehensive program for 10 

developing both the sector and different technologies were a significant developmental barrier. 11 

Currently, several legal regulations concerning the use of RE is contained in the Energy 12 

Law and its implementing regulations8. In a limited way, they can stimulate the development 13 

of renewable energy with provisions which: lead to an increase in competition degree and 14 

energy price reform, and therefore equalize development conditions for renewable and 15 

traditional energy, oblige enterprises engaged in energy trading to purchase it from 16 

unconventional sources, including renewable, allow including expenditure on the development 17 

of renewable energy in tariffs of energy prices. 18 

Renewable energy technologies implemented in the last few years are characterized by high 19 

capital expenditure per unit, similar and sometimes even excessing corresponding indicators in 20 

the European Union. It consists of high purchase costs of – often imported – technologies, 21 

license fees and taxes, but also lack of broader experience in such investments, small turnover 22 

on the technology market and extra costs associated with the pioneering and demonstrative 23 

nature of at least some of the implemented renewable energy technologies. Lack of adequate 24 

scientific, industrial and financial policy referring to the renewable energy sector and domestic 25 

producers of the technology has meant that over the last seven years there has not been any 26 

significant reduction of expenditures for investments in renewable technologies in Poland,  27 

or any visible improvement in operational parameters. Operational benefits of predictive 28 

maintenance in cogeneration system are, among others, increasing the energy supply security, 29 

bigger flexibility in the production of heat for heating and domestic hot water, possibility of 30 

steam production and the so-called tri-generation using heat excess in absorption chillers. 31 

Power coal has a high calorific value and a long combustion tradition in the energy industry 32 

in Poland. Our country’s economy is based largely on mining and energy production using this 33 

fuel. It is important that biomass combustion in the current market situation depends on many 34 

factors, economic, environmental, operational and legal. However the most essential aspect is 35 

the energy policy pursued by the authorities of the EU Member States. 36 

                                                 
8 Wiśniewski G. (red.): Ekonomiczne i prawne aspekty wykorzystania odnawialnych źródeł energii w Polsce. 

Europejskie Centrum Energii Odnawialnej Instytut Budownictwa, Mechanizacji i Elektryfikacji Rolnictwa,  

EC BREC/IBMER, Warszawa 2000. 
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4. Conclusions 1 

In conclusion, it seems reasonable to assume that this topic needs to be found relevant and 2 

fully legitimate. It is, in the range of covered issues, an innovative theme based on energy 3 

companies that are obligated to meet specific guidelines referring to quality of exhaust gases 4 

emitted through funnels. In polish science this matter attracts a growing interest, and the variety 5 

of its application does so as well. It should be pointed that research works published hitherto 6 

relate to the above topic solely fragmentarily and the achievement of science that forms the 7 

basis of most of the above analysis is extremely scant and based mainly on statistical data 8 

published by the Central Statistical Office. 9 

The aim of the study has been achieved through the review of the literature and indicating 10 

the benefits resulting from biomass combustion in combined heat and power system. Presented 11 

statistical data in a clear way indicate the actions that should be taken towards biomass 12 

infrastructure development of heat and power plants in Poland. All technology takes time, 13 

which will allow to assess more accurately the benefits and drawbacks of biomass combustion 14 

in energy production. In Poland, coal is one of the main sources of wealth of the country, and 15 

therefore carbon economy for many years will take part in the co-firing with biomass in the 16 

majority of Polish energy companies. 17 

Cost-effectiveness of renewable from renewable energy depends mainly on the nature of 18 

the geographical and technical factors. The profitability of energy production sources depends 19 

on the scale of use of the sources in a country. Series production of equipment and apparatus 20 

significantly affect projects' cost reduction. Given the projected increase in the price of energy 21 

obtained by conventional methods, competitiveness of using RES will increase9. Different 22 

renewable sources can operate in hybrid systems, i.e. cooperate with each other and with supply 23 

of power from the conventional energy system. Decisions to invest resources in obtaining 24 

energy from renewable sources should be preceded by a careful analysis of all the factors that 25 

may affect the success of the project, preferably in cooperation with specialists in the relevant 26 

fields. 27 

Biomass obtained from energy crops can be used in local and professional energetics to 28 

generate heat and electricity by combustion as well as co-combustion with coal, and in fuel 29 

cells in the future10. Particularly noteworthy is the case of biomass co-firing with coal (in one 30 

boiler), which stabilizes the combustion process and reduces significantly the side effects 31 

occurring when burning biomass itself (loss of power boiler, corrosion, high temperature etc.). 32 

However, such co-combustion is associated with higher risk of explosions inside the boiler. 33 

                                                 
9 Herbert G.M.J., Krishnan A.U.: Quantifying environmental performance of biomass energy. “Renewable  

and Sustainable Energy Reviews”, No. 59, 2016, p. 292-308.  
10 Szymańska D., Lewandowska A.: Biogas Power Plants in Poland – Structure. “Sustainability”, No. 7, 2015,  

p. 16801-16819.  
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In summary, biomass burning in fluidized bed boilers requires continuous improvement of 1 

technology used across the entire infrastructure of energy companies. The developed 2 

technology of pulverized coal boilers, because of the long-term operating status (often more 3 

than 30 years), requires a reasonable approach to their further use – of course, for the reason of 4 

atmospheric emissions of CO2 and sulfur and nitrogen compounds, but also because of health 5 

and lives of employees working on proper maintenance of these boilers. 6 
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